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Near Abra, Souk AL Kabir - Bur Dubai.
P.O.Box : 51346
United Arab Emirates

Phone: +971 4 3536251
Fax: +971 4 3539392

International Documents Clearing & Typing Est (IDCE), located in the heart of Dubai

City- U.A.E, is an elite Business and Management consulting firm specializing in

setting up new Business and any type of activities relating to Business Setups.

Today, IDCE has emerged as one of the most respected business provider

consulting firms in the region, with a comprehensive portfolio including Business

setup and Financial Consultancy know how, having clients worldwide, who have

already having business markets in Dubai and all over U.A.E. IDCE's experienced

consultants conduct demanding services offered for New and existing Business Set

Up, providing Investors for Business and consulting in Business management.

Expertise at IDCE Consultants is continuously upgraded to meet the demands of a

growing and sophisticated business environment. Moreover, this sophisticated

expertise is always coupled with a drive to understand each client’s unique needs

and goals. The result is a wide spectrum of satisfied clients, from high-net-worth

individual to corporate, from trading houses to diversified groups, both local &

International.

At IDCE Consultant, experience has taught us that clients appreciate our holistic

approach; efficient, cost effective and personalized professional services as pro-

active business advisors. With among the lowest staff turnover in the business, our

consultants develop deep familiarity with clients and their businesses. Advice

offered therefore is always specific, and helps clients anticipate their future needs

as well as plan every stage of development.
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IDCE Consultant continues to exceed the expectations of its clients. With its growing

number of satisfied clients, IDCE's reputation for excellence makes it one of the

most highly sought after Business management.
 

Our strength lies in our expertise and knowledge of the industry and an in-depth

understanding of the crucial elements which contribute to successful programs. Our

Management Team (better known as Teammates) are professionals and ingenious

executives with extensive experience in Business management, marketing and

excellent public relations skills. We are committed to provide the highest quality

service possible.

Our field consultants have the specific product expertise to help you avoid costly

mistakes and lost time while allowing your Business to be effective as quickly as

possible.

We decided that our service have to be distinguished in order to differentiate

ourselves from the rest. The way we have promoted and managed our events have

been very creative and prolific.

So good, that our competitors are now following our footsteps...
 
 

The company introduces a New Package designed specially for transit / visit

businessmen in Dubai, which enables the client to have all his business office work

done in Dubai or anywhere in U.A.E with or without his presence ensuring the safety

of the business of the client at all levels.
 

Core business advice, qualitative solutions that work, personal and comprehensive

services, a commitment to client’s success, an extensive network; at IDCE this is an

offer. If you believe that these are the commitment that you are looking for, looking

no further, IDCE promises you service beyond your expectations.
 
 
To provide the highest level of efficient, cost effective and personalized professional

services. To provide qualitative solutions that assist our clients at every stage of
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development to achieve their business targets.

Contact Person: Mr. Abdul Rahman Sakir
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